English
To learn to express
opinions orally.
To learn how to show
respect for others
opinions through debates.
To write about goals for
the future.

Science

To
To
To
To
To

recognise dark is the absence of light
notice light is reflected
recognise light from the sun can be dangerous
recognise how shadows are formed
find patterns in sizes of shadows

Religious Education
To develop understanding the various religions within the
UK.
To consider the prejudices that some people have to
face and how we can try to overcome these.

British Values

Maths
Use negative numbers in context of temperature
Calculate rises and falls in temperature
Add and subtract near multiples of 100 and 1000
Use frog to find change from £100
Use frog to find the difference between amounts of
money
Use place value to add and subtract numbers with 1 or 2
decimal places
Use written addition to add pairs of numbers with 1, 2 or
1 and 2 decimal places
Use rounding to estimate totals
Plot points and draw polygons in two quadrants
Work out new co-ordinates after a translation
Reflect a shape and write the new co-ordinates
Draw a line graph and read intermediate points
Find lowest common multiples and highest common factors
Use mental strategies to multiply and divide by 5, 20, 6, 4
and 8

Art and DT
To advance skills
of portraits and
self-portraits.
To use a variety of
materials to
express creativity.
To discuss
similarities and
differences
between own work
and that of others.

ICT
To develop
understanding of
different
methods of
communication.
To ensure
understanding of
internet safety.
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Music
To develop
understanding of
traditional music.
To understand the
themes behind the
national anthem.

Geography
To understand what it
means to be British.
To know where Britain is
and who it includes.
To understand how
Britain fits in to the
European Union.
To know about
parliament and how it
works.

Physical Education
SwimmingTo develop water
safety and hygiene.
To develop knowledge,
skills and understanding  History
To understand how
of the 4 main swimming
democracy has
strokes.
developed over time
To understand where our
laws come from
To understand how
British values have
developed and changed
PSHCE
To understand individual
To know the 5 main British values.
liberty.
To understand the importance of tolerance of 
others.

